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The POSCO Strategy
2001

the posco strategy brings to life one of the world s great industrial success stories
expertly told by william t hogan an accomplished commentator on the global
steel industry the work traces the meteoric rise of south korea s pohang iron and
steel company and the incredible impact it has had on this small agrarian country
in a mere quarter of a century posco has grown to become the largest steel
company in the world and has dragged south korea into the industrial age the
book not only provides a blueprint for the world s steel industry but offers an
incredible case study to students of modern asian economic history seeking to
understand how a non industrialized economy can be so dramatically modernized
by the development of a single industry

Igniting Steel
1992-01-01

this title seeks to understand what a successful country like south korea does
after it has attained development and economic maturity it looks at korea and
asian regionalism korean business and innovation strategies in asia and asian
migration and immigrants in korea

After-development Dynamics
2015

this book explores the principles of supply side structural reform and current
practices in the chinese steel industry focusing on the general requirements for
high quality development it reviews the evolution of the global and chinese steel
industries with regard to reduction innovation and transformation it also
summarizes industrial development law from a transfer route perspective
analyzes major challenges and opportunities for the steel industry in the new era
and proposes strategic orientation and implementation measures for the future
development of the steel industry the book contends that high quality
development of the steel industry must be driven by innovation and it is essential
to promote integrated development based on several aspects greenness
coordination quality standardization differentiation service intelligence
diversification and internationalization in order to reshape the industrial value
chain and continuously improve industrial competitiveness this concept is
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essential to help chinese steel companies prepare development plans for
transformation and upgrading combining thorough analysis unique insights and
many practical cases the book offers a guide to and inspiration for future
implementation approaches

The Road Map of China's Steel Industry
2020-07-03

this book is a printed edition of the special issue regional cooperation for the
sustainable development and management in northeast asia that was published
in sustainability

Carbon Steel Products from Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Finland, France, Germany,
Japan, Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, Poland,
Romania, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, and the
United Kingdom, Volume 1 Determination and
Volume 2 Information, Invs. AA1921-1
2018-08-15

with reference to india

Regional Cooperation for the Sustainable
Development and Management in Northeast
Asia
2009

as firms from east asia gain global market share they are stirring trade disputes
with import competing firms in the west jessica liao analyzes the role played by
government business collaboration in determining how effective east asian
governments are in helping their exporters gain an edge over western
competitors through wto litigation
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Theory and Practice of Case Method of
Instruction
2008

this publication is a two yearly report on trends in the steelmaking capacity of
economies that are not members of the oecd this report examines existing
steelmaking capacity and investments that will lead to changes in capacity by
2014

Minerals Yearbook
2016-01-26

world bank discussion paper no 286 this report was commissioned as part of a
project on the effectiveness of credit policies in east asian countries in the
republic of korea the government has played a pervasive role in promoting
industrializati

Developmental States and Business Activism
2014-08-12

the author tears into the false narrative of india s progress since independence
and the mirage of a glorious future created by the political class and the
bureaucracy with facts data and a touching narration he reveals the plight of the
poor and the unemployed through the decades one of the most agonizing facts
that he highlights is that since independence india has fallen 100 places behind
other countries in gdp per capita and with bangladesh overtaking india on this
parameter india is destined to remain the poorest large country in the world the
book illustrates how indians have become hostage to a crippled system that is
unable to deliver power brokers in the garb of politicians entrenched bureaucracy
driven by self interest ineffective judiciary and elements of the fourth estate
along with self seeking pseudo intellectuals have formed a powerful coalition to
thwart any change in the system and policies which is essential for the
transformation of india initiated from time to time by some progressive
governments based on his diagnosis of why india continues to fall by the wayside
as also his insights into strategies governance systems and best practices of
countries like south korea china and others the author evolves a framework for
the strategic transformation of india to catch up and leapfrog these countries
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Developments in Steelmaking Capacity of Non-
OECD Economies 2013
1997

economic analysis of the industrial experiences of the newly industrialized
economies in asia is generally lacking in the literature this study attempts to fill
that void by providing an in depth discussion on the economic impact of the
industrial policies of singapore taiwan and south korea in the three and a half
decades after 1960 throughout the study a broad perspective of macroeconomic
development is maintained it is highly critical of the narrow minded objective of
certain governments in maximizing the pace of industrialization at the expense of
general economic well being a comparative analysis of the industrial experiences
of the three economies also shows a diversity of constraints and processes
singapore relied on multinational corporations taiwan on returned engineers and
south korea on chaebols there appears to be no asian formula for industrialization
in hong kong there is an ongoing debate on whether some form of industrial
policy should be introduced in view of the perception that hong kong is lagging
behind the other economies in terms of technology drawing on the experiences of
the other economies the concluding chapter of the book provides an informed
and balanced answer to this question contents singapore dominance of
multinational corporations taiwan thriving high technology industries and sme
south korea government led development and the dominance of giant
corporations comparison among singapore taiwan and south korea strategic
considerations in the hong kong context readership researchers policy makers
and undergraduates in economics and east asian studies

Role of Government, Technological Capability
and Development of Steel Industry
1995-01-01

japan s economy and businesses are entering this century with new management
systems but their values unchanged drawing on the author s analysis of the
1950s financial systems personnel management methods role of the corporation
and r d capabilities are re assessed to provide a comprehensive analysis of japan
s financial and industrial changes
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Credit Policies and the Industrialization of Korea
1982-10-12

there are competing theories to explain the reasons behind the international
competitiveness of manufacturing in asia analysing these different theories will
bring important lessons not just for asia but for developing economies the world
over this lucid book studies industries and firms in east asia and examines the
major determinants of their economic performance with contributions from such
leading thinkers as ha joon chang and rajah rasiah the book covers such themes
as industrial policy and east asia taiwan s information technology industry the
role of the government in technological capability building manufacturing
competitiveness in asia touches on many important themes and issues and as
such will be of great interest to students academics and policy makers involved in
industrial economics international trade and asian studies

Federal Register
2022-08-02

in 1961 south korea was mired in poverty by 1979 it had a powerful industrial
economy and a vibrant civil society in the making which would lead to a
democratic breakthrough eight years later the transformation took place during
the years of park chung hee s presidency park seized power in a coup in 1961
and ruled as a virtual dictator until his assassination in october 1979 he is
credited with modernizing south korea but at a huge political and social cost
south korea s political landscape under park defies easy categorization the state
was predatory yet technocratic reform minded yet quick to crack down on
dissidents in the name of political order the nation was balanced uneasily
between opposition forces calling for democratic reforms and the park
government s obsession with economic growth the chaebol a powerful
conglomerate of multinationals based in south korea received massive
government support to pioneer new growth industries even as a nationwide
campaign of economic shock therapy interest hikes devaluation and wage cuts
met strong public resistance and caused considerable hardship this landmark
volume examines south korea s era of development as a study in the complex
politics of modernization drawing on an extraordinary range of sources in both
english and korean these essays recover and contextualize many of the
ambiguities in south korea s trajectory from poverty to a sustainable high rate of
economic growth
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75 Wasted Years, Let us Catch Up and Leapfrog
2001

this is a compelling story about how a large group of diverse steel companies
from around the world came together to achieve major technological
breakthroughs in development of advanced high strength steels and lightweight
automotive design although the technical achievements were of keen interest to
global automakers this is also a fascinating story about the issues concerning
cultural language and differing commercial interests that had to be overcome and
adapted in order to create an unprecedented global consortium of competing
companies and different personalities

Industrial Development in Singapore, Taiwan,
and South Korea
2006-03-13

in this new edition of clifford s widely acclaimed book the author expands his
analysis of modern korea to include the dramatic events of recent years these
include the imprisonment and sentencing of two former presidents of south korea
for their role in the kwangju uprising and on various charges of corruption the
death of kim il sung in the north and the resultant exacerbation of the instability
of the north south standoff with all its military nuclear implications and recent
labor and student protests

21st-Century Japanese Management
2005-06-27

a new breed of powerhouse companies from the emerging markets is catching
their western competitors off guard household names of today ibm ford wal mart
are in danger of becoming has beens as these more innovative superstars rise to
dominance representing both an urgent competitive challenge and an
unprecedented investment and business opportunity understanding how they
have become world class market leaders and where they are going next is crucial
to an understanding of the future of globalization training his brilliant investor s
eye on the top twenty five of these emerging market companies visionary
international investment analyst antoine van agtmael takes readers into the
boardroom suites and labs where they are outmanoeuvring their western
competitors he reveals how these companies have made it to the top of the
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global heap profiling major players such as china s haier appliance manufacturer
korea s samsung brazil s embraer jet maker and india s infosys divulging their
strategies for future growth he analyses how their rise to prominence will change
our lives his unique insights reveal both how we in the west can capitalize on the
opportunities these companies represent while also mobilizing a powerful
response to the challenges they present

Manufacturing Competitiveness in Asia
2013-03-11

is late industrialization an advantage this book examines the case of south korea
and compares it with the experiences of germany at the turn of the century and
japan this century

The Park Chung Hee Era
2013-01-11

the republic of korea achieved a double revolution in the second half of the
twentieth century in just over three decades south korea transformed itself from
an underdeveloped agrarian country into an affluent industrialized one at the
same time democracy replaced a long series of military authoritarian regimes
these historic changes began under president park chung hee who seized power
through a military coup in 1961 and ruled south korea until his assassination on
october 26 1979 while the state s dominant role in south korea s rapid
industrialization is widely accepted the degree to which park was personally
responsible for changing the national character remains hotly debated this book
examines the rationale and ideals behind park s philosophy of national
development in order to evaluate the degree to which the national character and
moral values were reconstructed

UltraLight Steel
1998

in today s global recession strong management of firms and organizations are of
the utmost importance best selling economics of strategy focuses on the key
economic concepts students must master in order to develop a sound business
strategy bringing economic theory and strategic analysis to life in an engaging
and uniquely modern way besanko et al have collaborated for over 15 years to
build an introductory business course that combines basic concepts from
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economic theory of the firm and industrial organization with ideas from modern
strategy literature the newly revised 5th edition offers more real world
applications to make materials studied in undergraduate managerial economics
business strategy and industrial organization courses relevant armed with
general principles today s students tomorrow s future managers will be prepared
to adjust their firms business strategies to the demands of the ever changing
environment

Troubled Tiger
2008-09-04

this book first published in 1988 considers the problems that developing
countries face when importing technology from abroad the major issues technical
economic political are analysed in the case of one particular country korea the
book describes the negotiations with the foreign companies that controlled the
desired technology the building of the plants the training of engineers and
managers to replace expatriots the improvements of processes and products and
the maintenance of efficient and profitable production in their research the
authors were given access to information usually kept confidential government
memoranda and minutes company contacts and records costs and prices the
book also considers how typical of the developing countries korea is and the
authors make certain policy recommendations for the future

The Emerging Markets Century
1996

this set examines a vast range of topics covering all experiences of business and
economics from across asia dealing with early banking systems in china the
industrialisation of korea and taiwan the evolution of japanese business practices
economic development protectionist policies industrial investment trade tourism
and a host of other topics the books collected here form a vital reference
resource across a wide subject area

The Economics of the Latecomers
1987

this book discusses the impact of land grabbing and associated displacement in
the name of development in india it also analyses the prevailing land acquisition
laws which are used to uproot the tribal people from their homes and livelihoods
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the book reveals the causes of displacement and highlights the subsequent
impoverishment joblessness and trauma with special reference to the states of
odisha and jharkhand the book is based on an in depth field study conducted in
the tribal populated areas of the two states it has a special focus on the tribal
women who bear the brunt of displacement and lose their autonomy in becoming
migrant labourers policy makers law practitioners development analysts
historians environmentalists political scientists sociologists and administrators
will find the book useful as it deals with the rehabilitation and resettlement
programs and policies related to development induced displacement

Prospects of Exporting American Coal
2011-12-01

this publication is a two yearly report on trends in the steelmaking capacity in
economies that are not members of the oecd this report examines the current
steelmaking capacity of these economies and likely changes therein up to the
year 2012

Reassessing the Park Chung Hee Era, 1961-1979
2009-09-22

this revised and updated 3rd edition outlines the structure of the global industry
and future trends highlights issues facing the industrial valve industry assesses
market and technological trends offers market figures and forecasts to 2009 and
identifies the major players the report also provides a detailed overview of
merger and acquisition activity in the industrial valve industry since 2000

Economics of Strategy
2018-10-29

the authorized paginated wto dispute settlement reports in english cases for
2003

The Adoption and Diffusion of Imported
Technology
2021-07-14
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this book sheds new light on the advancement of various industries in developing
asian countries through an application and re examination of catch up
industrialization theory with contributors presenting their own perspectives on
the progression of a range of different industries in asia this volume provokes
readers to reconsider their current understanding of industrialization in latecomer
countries more specifically the chapters discuss taiwan s semiconductor industry
korea s steel industry and malaysia s palm oil industry amongst others the
authors also explore the catch down innovation strategy in china and india
varieties and alternatives of catching up provides a thorough analysis of the
strategies employed by numerous asian countries to radically transform their low
income agricultural economies to middle income industrialized ones this book is
essential reading for researchers and scholars interested in asian economic
development

Routledge Library Editions: Business and
Economics in Asia
2024-04-10

is china becoming the workshop of the world in the same way as britain and the
united states once were or is china as some multinational companies believe
simply a processing segment in global production networks this book examines
china s role in the international division of labor it analyzes the scale and scope of
china s manufacture the type and relative sophistication of its exports in the
world market and its position in the global value chain it shows that china
monopolizes industrial production by being the processing center of world based
on extensive original research this book examines the structure of production in
global manufacturing industries applying both qualitative and quantitative
methods it analyzes each segment of the value chain exploring in depth several
specific industrial sectors it concludes that china has become deeply integrated
into global manufacturing industry that china s position in the value chain is still
quite low with relatively low research and development r d and other similar high
value activities but that in some sectors china is catching up rapidly especially in
newly emerging sectors

Land Acquisition and Tribal Development in
Neoliberal Eastern India
2011-03-28

now beyond its eleventh printing and translated into twelve languages michael
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porter s the competitive advantage of nations has changed completely our
conception of how prosperity is created and sustained in the modern global
economy porter s groundbreaking study of international competitiveness has
shaped national policy in countries around the world it has also transformed
thinking and action in states cities companies and even entire regions such as
central america based on research in ten leading trading nations the competitive
advantage of nations offers the first theory of competitiveness based on the
causes of the productivity with which companies compete porter shows how
traditional comparative advantages such as natural resources and pools of labor
have been superseded as sources of prosperity and how broad macroeconomic
accounts of competitiveness are insufficient the book introduces porter s
diamond a whole new way to understand the competitive position of a nation or
other locations in global competition that is now an integral part of international
business thinking porter s concept of clusters or groups of interconnected firms
suppliers related industries and institutions that arise in particular locations has
become a new way for companies and governments to think about economies
assess the competitive advantage of locations and set public policy even before
publication of the book porter s theory had guided national reassessments in new
zealand and elsewhere his ideas and personal involvement have shaped strategy
in countries as diverse as the netherlands portugal taiwan costa rica and india
and regions such as massachusetts california and the basque country hundreds
of cluster initiatives have flourished throughout the world in an era of intensifying
global competition this pathbreaking book on the new wealth of nations has
become the standard by which all future work must be measured

Developments in Steelmaking Capacity of Non-
OECD Economies 2010
2005-01-20

Profile of the International Valve Industry:
Market Prospects to 2009
2005-11-03

Certain Welded Large Diameter Line Pipe from
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Japan and Mexico, Invs. 731-TA-919-920
(Review)
1983

Dispute Settlement Reports 2003
1992

USITC Publication
1998

The Expansion and Restructuring of the Steel
Industry
2000

Commercialization of New Manufacturing
Processes for Materials
2016-07-15

Commercialization of New Manufacturing
Processes for Materials, Staff Research Study
#22
2012-04-27

Korea Money
2011-05-31
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Varieties and Alternatives of Catching-up

China as the Workshop of the World

Competitive Advantage of Nations
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